
Ciclos e crises
económicas

Aula 21 e 22
Frisch, RBC, ciclos sem

explicação



A geração econométrica

• Dezembro de 1930, fundação da
Sociedade Econométrica

I. Fisher   R. Frisch   J. Schumpeter



Sociedade
Econométrica

(fundada
em 1930)



1ª conferência da Sociedade
Econométrica (1931, Lausanne)



Probabilidade na economia

yt= b xt + εt

Sendo y, x e ε vectores n-
dimensionais



Vários tratamentos diferentes
da probabilidade nos estudos
teóricos e aplicados em ciclos

exemplos: 
Kenneth Arrow (Nobel 1972) e

EMH (Eugene Fama, Nobel
2013)



“It is my view that most individuals underestimate
the uncertainty of the world.(…)

Some of my colleagues had the responsibility of
preparing long-range weather forecasts, i.e. for
the following months. The statisticians among us
subjected these forecasts to verification and
found they differed in no way of chance. The
forecasters themselves were convinced and
requested that the forecasts be discontinued. 

The reply read approximately like this: ‘the
Commanding General is well aware that the
forecasts are no good. However, he needs
them for planning purposes’.”

Kenneth Arrow, 1992
(ganhou o Nobel em 1972)  



Duas grandes etapas no
programa econométrico

• 1) análise de ciclos e ressonância (Frisch):
termo aleatório como “choque” ou
“estímulo”

• 2) sistema de equações simultâneas e
equilíbrio geral (Marschak, Lange,
Tinbergen): termo aleatório como “erro”



Rocking horse (a founding
metaphor for cycles)



O modelo do cavalo de balouço
(Frisch, 1933)

propagação + impulso    E. Slutsky



O Modelo de
Frisch (1933)



Frisch 1933



Pendulum in mechanics: a clock



And what if the BC depend on
related variables?

(a representation by Frisch of a double pendulum)



Frisch: the three pendula by Marshall



An illustration of endogenous
and cumulative causality (1)

The debate between Schumpeter
and Frisch:

Mechanical models or
superimposition of different wave

movements (and endogenous
causation)?



O debate entre Frisch e
Schumpeter (2)

• “o ponto essencial da evolução”:
endogeneidade da inovação e das
transformações (acumulação de capital e
aumento de produtividade)…

• … ou exogeneidade dos “choques”
sistémicos

• … e, se são exógenos, porque são
aleatórios?



Impulse + Propagation

“I think I understand now your point about
dynamics. Those things you mention: the
more or less unpredictable innovations are
those things that in my terminology would
form the substance of the impulse problem,
as distinguished from the propagation
problem. Some other time I want to write
you more fully about this.” (Frisch to
Schumpeter, 28th May 1931)



Reply by Schumpeter, June 1931

“This [the discussion of the nature of statics, ‘a problem
à la pendulum’] would be all, if data did not vary except
by influences which we could call influences “from
without” or by “growth”. But there is an agent, within the
economic world which alters data and with these the
economic process: entrepreneurial activity, which I
have elsewhere given the reasons for considering as
something sui generis. (…) 

It not only destroys existing equilibrium, but also that
circuit-like process of economic life, it makes economic
things change instead of making them recur.”



The Schumpeterian pendulum
(Frisch’s version)



Frisch: a non-stochastic view?

Frisch (1933, on his Schumpeter
pendulum): 

“if fully worked out, I believe that this
idea will give an interesting synthesis
between the stochastic point of view
and the point of view of rigidly
determined dynamical laws“



Schumpeter on innovations

“I am not quite satisfied by your classification of
the ‘innovations’ as part of the impulse problem
(…), because this seems to coordinate them
with events, which come from outside the
economic system such as chance gold-
discoveries. The problem with these is simply
to discover the reaction of the economic system
on them. (…) Now as I look at it, any
innovations are something different to
impulses in this sense. They come from
inside.” 



Or no cycles at all?



Léon Walras e o ciclo como um lago,
raramente perturbado por uma brincadeira de

criança



Robert Lucas: cycles no more

“My thesis in this lecture is that
macroeconomics in this original
sense has succeeded: its central
problem of depression prevention
has been solved, for all practical
purposes, and has in fact been
solved for many decades”
(Lucas, 2003, “Macroeconomic
Priorities”, AER 93-1: 1-14)



What is “modern macro”?
The New Consensus

• NC macro (RBC) + New Keynesian macro
– RBC: technological shocks and fluctuations of

Y
– NK: nominal rigidities (prices and wages)

• Synthesis:

1 intertemporal optimization with rational agents

2 imperfect competition with costly price
adjustments

3 DSGE, dynamic stochastic general equilibrium



Como é que estes
modelos usam o conceito

de aleatoridade de
variáveis económicas?



Mechanics (Lucas)

“One exhibits understanding of
business cycles by constructing a
model in the most literal sense: a fully
articulated, artificial economy which
behaves through time so as to imitate
closely the time series behavior of
actual economies”. (Lucas 1977)



Lucas: toy economies

“On this general view of the nature of economic
theory then, a ‘theory’ is not a collection of
assertions about the behavior of the actual
economy but rather an explicit set of instructions
for building a parallel or analogue system—a
mechanical, imitation economy. A ‘good’ model,
from this point of view, will not be exactly more
‘real’ than a poor one, but will provide better
imitations”. (Lucas 1980, 697)



A mechanical economy: 
RBC, the dominant view in business

cycles analysis

The RBC models represent a stationary process
around a stochastic trend. 

The shocks are thus considered as real and
persistent on the supply side; long-run
“innovations” of the trend affect the short-run
cyclical behavior of the system.



Assumptions of a RBC model

(from Kydland and Prescott, 1982)

competitive economy

rational expectations

money neutrality

technological shocks (explaining the cycles)

endogenous supply of labour, constant on the long
run



A RBC model

A RBC model:



If a Cobb-Douglas is used, we have a highly
persistent technological shock (for US data)



RBC: more Slutsky than Frisch

“In contrast with modern business cycle theory, he
[Frisch] emphasized damped oscillatory behavior”
(Kydland and Prescott 1990), defining equilibrium as
a system of rest. Moreover, in Frisch’s model there is
neither individual maximization nor a
representative agent.

By contrast, Slutsky proposed “an entirely different
way of generating cycles” as the sum of random
causes.



Resumo

• O que deve saber:
– Modelos de ciclos Juglar: modelo de cavalo-de-

balouço e de pêndulos, comparados com
random walk e EM Hypothesis

– Interpretação dos choques aleatórios e do
mecanismo de dissipação

• O que deve ler:
– Louçã, F. (2001), Intriguing Pendula, Cambridge

Journal of Economics, 55: 25-55 (no Aquila)
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